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Major challenge is to
revamp HR to support
the business
strategically
Prior to transformation HR delivery is highly manual and
costly due to lack of technology with most of the time
spent on transactional and administrative activities.

Challenges

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

Manual HR process or outdated HR systems
lead to serious non-compliance, revenue
leakage, high attrition and absence of business
insights.

Adrenalin HCM Solution provides single source
of truth for employee related insights. Our
solution developed by domain experts provides
an edge to clients by making them future ready.

Reduce attritions, personalized employee
experience, real time HR insights. Better
compliance & faster payroll processing. Highly
scalable system to support growth plans.

Adrenalin eSystems Ltd
Adrenalin
Adrenalin is a Human Capital Management solution
which helps SMEs and Large Enterprises to automate the
entire HR Processes that result in tangible boost in
organizations productivity.

Powerful Digital HR

Process Efficiencies & Faster ROIs

Adrenalin - Microsoft benefit

Adrenalin is Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud
(SMAC) ready.AI & ML based HR Chat bot to
create personalized employee experience. Native
Enterprise Social Network and engagement

Flexible deployment model and shorter
implementation time. Enabling HR to focus on
strategic Areas of Business

Microsoft Azure, enabled Adrenalin to build a
scalable multi-tenant HR solution that can be
optimized according to business needs.

Adrenalin HCM
leverages Microsoft
Azure to help
organizations transform
their HR processes
Microsoft Azure, enabled Adrenalin to build a scalable
multi-tenant HR solution that can be optimized
according to business needs. Azure ensures accuracy,
completeness, and data integrity while doing transaction
with Adrenalin application.
Microsoft Azure enables
customers to leverage a trusted
infrastructure that can handle all
types of data and scale to any
level required.

Azure helps Adrenalin customers
access and understand their data
using multiple devices, and drive
business growth.

Azure provides robust disaster
recovery, backup, and technology
upgrades as well as active
management of security threats

Customer success:

Religare Enterprises
streamlines HR process
with Adrenalin HCM
“Religare is a rapidly evolving organization and Adrenalin has given us the
flexibility and adaptability to support unique sets of business rules and
structures for different verticals. We are able to connect with our employees
and managers across organization to exchange information, which has
increased our business success. As a HR tool it has boosted administrative
efficiency to create a more strategic HR Department. We are able to place
and recruit the right people in the right job, develop and reward top
performers and retain key talent for the long term. As an alignment tool,
Adrenalin has enabled us to embrace a globalized flat-world.” - Director HR,
Religare

Improved Recruitment process

Reduced TAT for Performance Appraisal

Streamlined Training Management

Adrenalin made the recruitment process at
Religare precise, faster, efficient. Recruitment
managers across companies and locations could
now get the right fit people.

Adrenalin Performance Alignment module helped
Religare overcome the challenge posed during
appraisals due to multi-location presence. Over 500
employees appraised within 4 weeks seamlessly
across locations.

Adrenalin Training Management module helped
Religare create / restructure training courses across
locations, grades, departments based on training
recommendation from managers.

Reimagine HR for the
Digital World. Call
Adrenalin

Call for more information: +91 44 3988 2345
Ask a question via email: marketing@myadrenalin.com
Learn more: https://www.myadrenalin.com/

